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FIRST MEETING
S a ve - a-Ta hanan

Move me nt

Scholars Group has already produced
competitive graduates. It is evident
with the increasing number of scholars
who graduated Cum Laude and Board
Exam passers. However, the story does
not end being scholars. Graduates are
now part of the alumni scholars who
will continue to support the present
scholars and create new policies and
initiate meaningful activities not only
for the benefit of the scholars but as
well as the community.

The first call for a meeting by Vivian Esperon was held last April 23.
However, only five from the alumni scholars were able to attend. They were
Cary Cerdan, Jett Gacer, Christopher Atag, and Suzette Marie Arias. Few
things were discussed in preparation for the selection process and new policies. Due to the small number of attendees, another meeting was called for
last April 24, 3pm at Dr. Zenaida T. Bonete’s residence. This time, majority
of the present scholars was present and some of the invited alumni scholars attended.
Meeting’s agenda were: Problems encountered by the scholars as a
group, New Policies, Activities and Monthly Meetings, and Selection Process. Each of the scholars shared the problems they encountered as a
group. Some of the problems mentioned were: they lack proper communication, no meetings were conducted, and some scholars were inactive in
the previous school year. To answer these concerns, the group has agreed
to meet every 3rd Sunday of the month. In every meeting, one of them will
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will be assigned to discuss an essential topic. They agreed also to continue
An Tingog, the official publication of STMC Scholars. With this, they can
send a copy of the publication to the benefactors so they will be informed
of the activities being initiated by the group. It will serve as the semestral
report. All scholars will be required also to submit a copy of their grades
every end of the semester, an accomplishment report, and a Thank you
letter to their sponsors. The body decided to create a list of the scholars
who have complied with the requirements to be sent to Ms. Roselli Tria.
The list will determine who will enjoy the scholarship for the past and next
semester.
The last agendum was the selection process. Committees were created so that everyone will be involved in the planning and during the activity. This time, they agreed to help one another to disseminate the information in all possible ways. They decided to set the deadline of submission of requirements on May 6, 2018. Requirements are Downloadable Application Form, Resume, any size picture, and a photocopy of grades or
TOR.
The meeting ended with the planning of Team building and swimming on April 26 at Lost Paradise Resort.

TEAM BUILDING
After two years, the long wait
was over. This is the second team
building that STMC Scholars and
Alumni had. It was the same time,
same place, same faces yet new
moments.
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This time, sixteen (16) alumni and
one (1) present scholar were able to attend. Although, there were no prepared
activities or games, the group was able
to come up with the plan for the selection process. This activity aims to unite
the alumni and scholars and to develop
teamwork. It was a night full of goals
for the group.

SECOND MEETING
To finalize the plans for the selection
process, a meeting was held last May 7, 2018.
The group has decided to extend the deadline
of application until May 9, 2018. The interview
will be conducted on May 11, 2018, 1 o’clock
in the afternoon. Due to the big number of applicants, the group agreed to hold it at CBSUA
-Calabanga Technology Building. Other agenda discussed
were the criteria for the written exam (30%), interview (40%),
and how to compute the percentage of the applicant’s general weighted average (30%). Duties of
the committees were also identified.

On the same day, the applicants
were informed of the date of interview and
the things to bring.
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SELECTION OF NEW SCHOLARS
One

of the primary reasons why Save-a-

Tahanan Movement becomes asset of Calabanga
is its assistance to students who are incapable of
taking college due to financial insufficiency of
their families. For the past several years, STMC
has already helped a lot of CBSUA students, produced competitive graduates, and landed to permanent jobs. To continue this legacy, STMC
Scholars and Alumni came up with the selection
process.
Because of the wide dissemination of information, 85 applicants from Calabanga and nearby municipalities came for the written exam and panel interview.
Dr. Zenaida Bonete was present to support the group in the activity. The written
exam started at 1:30pm. The applicants were asked to write their thoughts on the
topic/question: “What makes an intelligent person intelligent and brilliant?” While
half of the applicants were taking the written exam, ten of them were undergoing
the panel interview. Questions thrown were about themselves, their plans, and current issues. Unfortunately, some of the applicants took the written exam but did
not proceed to the panel interview. It might be because they were pressured.
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After the selection, the present members had a post meeting and evaluation
of the activity. They discussed the next steps before finally announcing the result.
Below are the criteria used in the selection process.
WRITTEN EXAM (30%)
Content-40%

Organization-30%

Mechanics (30%)

INTERVIEW (40%)
Content-

Oral Communication-

Confidence-

Alertness-15%

GRADES (30%)

PLANNING OF ACTIVITIES
The STMC Scholars gathered at the Mini Park at Calabanga Peple Center Octagon last May 27,
2018. Scholars who shared their time for the meeting were Rhed Romagoza, Mira Magdaong, and
Marvin Borbe.
They talked about the incoming orientation for the new selected scholars that would happen on
Wednesday, May 30, 2018 at 1 PM in the afternoon at Mrs. Zenaida Bonete's residence at Barangay San
Francisco, Calabanga. In addition, the scholars planned on discussing the rules and policies for the new
members and to encourage them to become more active, participative, and committed for all the activities that STMC would offer.
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The following are the activities they had agreed to perform before the school year ends:
Brigada Eskwela: Tulong ng STMC to be held at Calabanga Central Division Pilot School.
Team Building
A proposal project with a theme: ISANG LAPIS, ISANG PAPEL
These were the several plans they had agreed for the scholars to accomplish throughout the
school year. The scholars were hoping for the success of these envisioned activities.

ORIENTATION
The afternoon of June 4th was intended for the orientation of the new scholars. Mrs. Zenaida
Bonete led the introduction and history of the organization and on how this scholarship had helped in
shaping the future of STMC scholar graduates by aiding them in their educational fees.
The scholars were then given the chance to introduce themselves to everyone in the room. They
were also asked what course they were going to take up during the school year and what drove them to
choose their specific field.
Then, the nomination for the new set of officers was opened. It was a hard start for the scholars
to nominate since they hardly known each other yet. Nevertheless, the scholars decided on putting the
following into positions:
President: Ramil U. Estuya
Vice President: Sarah Heidi Macaraig
Secretary: Ma. Lourdes Palma

Muse: Ma. Ann Barba
Escort: LJ Moyo
Expectations to the newbies were laid flat on the table. They were highly expected to do their
part well as being students as well as a committed STMC scholar. Rules and Regulations were also addressed. Inquiries regarding the scholarship were openly answered.
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2-IN-1 EVENT:
LEADERSHIP TRAINING
AND WELCOME PARTY

The 15th of August ricocheted
from a knowledgeable to delightful
day. The scholars gathered at Mrs.
Bonete's residence for a two in one
event: Leadership Training and Welcome Party.

Mr. Jerome Ordovez, the team building facilitator,
blasted the morning with quick introduction of the scholars followed by exciting games that hyped all the participants. It was later explained the purpose of the activity,
the lessons learned, and the ability of the scholars to
trust their co-members as well as to lead a group. The
team building smashed the walls that divide the scholars
to each other and served as a bridge to consolidate the
connection of present and new scholars.
After the deep and encouraging talk of Mr. Jerome
Ordovez, Mr. Christopher Atag shared his personal stories followed with parade of laughs. It
was indeed a meaningful talk– discussing the reality inside the classroom and how educators
should handle every situation responsibly, including the cultural and ethical values of leadership. The morning event ended and called for a break.
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During the afternoon, Ramil Estuya and Ma. Ann
Barba ran the Welcome Party as the master of ceremony. Some of the STMC Alumni were also present in the
said event. Mrs. Zenaida Bonete, the STMC adviser,
gave a pep talk for the enrichment of the scholars and
the hard work of the benefactors on how they strive
just to earn money to support the educational needs of
the scholars. Not later than that, P02 Angelo Palayar
shared his knowledge about the danger of using illegal
drugs. It was a good
point to discuss an
explicitly controversial issue that the community was facing to
give awareness to the youth on how these illegal drugs could
not only kill the body system but it could also smash strong
foundations like family.
To break the ice, the scholars prepared intermission
numbers that only proved how resilient and talented the STMC
scholars were. Marvin, Lourdes, Ma. Ann, Vanessa, and Jessica
performed a dance number. Meriam and Ramil delivered heart
melting pieces Spoken Word Poetry.
After the meal break, the party resumed with hilarious games. No lips were not crooked
when everyone was set up to play the games.
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the art of

HOSTING
The afternoon of September 23rd
was set for a talk given by Ms. Vivian Esperon about the art of hosting.
The discussion revolved around the tips on how to become a good host, the does and the don'ts
when given the spotlight, and the quality that one should have in order to become an effective host.
The speaker emphasized the different types of occasions that people might request a host to run the
program. Ate Vivian shared her own experience when it came to
being the master of ceremony and how it had benefited her financially and in building up her confidence in front of the crowd.

The talk didn't end by just ingesting the knowledge and tips
relayed by Ate Vivian. The scholars were given an activity to perform an enactment of efficient hosting. The scholars were divided
into groups; each group was designated to execute hosting depending on what occasion was assigned to them. They were tasked to do
their own scripts as well.
Comments and suggestions of Ate Vivian regarding the performance were warmly accepted by
the scholars.
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STMC CATHARISIS
An Invitation to the Unknown

Unnerve

Ranil Uno Estuya

Noreen Austria

Someone grasp my hand and thigh,
A vague sensation uttered at the back of
my mind
Wandering, urging, freezing out my sanity
Sick and tired for fighting my own life
I closed my terrified eyes, remember to
breathe in, don't forget to breathe out and
pray.
As I seek for a dark shadow, it’s gone
The night was long and I have to wait for
another frightening hand.

The wind whispered:
do not fly, let my breath
take you to the unknown.

There, you will stumble and lost,
wander the land of uncertainties;

there, you will be inflicted
with pain but my kisses
will keep you at ease.
Impermanent
Ramil Uno Estuya

Do not fear
to float in the wind.

I wrote my name
in your palm but
your sweat cleaned it up.
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Open Your Eyes
Ma. Ann Barba

The Malison of Meeting Infinity
Treat me well

Ramil Uno Estuya

As I care to you.
Open your eyes
and see the world.
Look for the reality

Everybody thought my mind

What part of me

have addled from the long run.

Is all for you.
Help me please as you used of me.

I have seen infinity
together with other infinities.

and find the source.
Do the things!
How are you now?
Are you alright?
Because me,
I'm getting tired.

And act good things!

They won't believe me

Open your eyes

they thought of throwing

And see the light

me into an asylum where infinity

The light of me

would be dull and cold.

That glows apart!

I have seen infinities.

All of those.
Those that you hear
Those that you need
They are from me

How are you now?

And she won't just leave me.

Help me please.
Where have you been?
Take me to peace

The food that you eat
The fabric that you wear
The air that you breathe.
They are from me.

How dare you to be like that?
Help me to be alright.
Find the way
For us to be okay!
Agriculture!
It is fun to be with nature!
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Two Paths

The Sunglasses

Kirsten Camigla

Ramil Uno Estuya

I'm sick of two paths diverging

But aren't we all imperfect

Our feet caught the sand and filled

I'm sick of the road not taken

We can never have everything

the gaps of our fingers. It was eventually

I'm tired of convincing myself

Nothing's ever completely wrong

took away by the waves,

Freedom is this road I'm walking

A stopped clock is right twice a day

mixing in the water like stardust,

Tired of convincing my shadow

I've been afraid of choosing wrong

glistening by the light of the morning sun.

I'm someone worth following

But in grateful I can choose

Your arms wrapped around my neck,

Sick of trying to risk it all

'Cause isn't it a greater risk

But then told it’s wrong to gamble

For us to just never gamble

so soothing I almost mistook as the sea
foam;

Isn't it a greater mistake?
But don't we all for once gamble

To not make a mistake at all

Don't we put something on the line?

Don't we have much more to regret

When everything is said and done?

When we never made any choice

There are still things we want to spend time

Aren't we all merely lost souls

Aren't we all scared of mistakes?

When there's no path to guide us
home.

Don't we always need so much more?

your thumbs drew circles on my nape,
so tickling like the tip of the sea grass.
The salty wind brushed our hair and
touched our skin with soft kisses,
and your eyes– deep-blue I was willing
to drown into it, never having the urge
to fight back against the current.
I could still picture out the curves of your
smile,

That these roads we can never take
And destinations we've walked for

and your voice- 'twas like unending whisper
of the cave continuously ringing in my head.

I have been afraid of regrets

Then you told me how the horizon

For so long that I don't know why

seemed to grow gray and bleak,

Maybe it's my fear of mistakes

how everything turned out to be something
else.

Of the torment of choosing wrong

I took off my glasses, unraveling the tint off
my eyes

The seduction of giving up
Silence of my redemption song

before I proved you wrong.

Or scared of screwing it all up

From then, I never trusted your words
again.

So much I won't forgive myself
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I Thought It's You

The Truth About Love Potion

Ma. Lourdes Palma

Ramil Uno Estuya

The lethal bane bled from your cold lips,

I woke up with a smile everyday

a pale green smoke oozing

I faced the world in an inspired way

with the taste of a morbid paradise.

A day to remember and will never fade
With the one I love I can never compare.

I took another sip and the smoke
danced inside my mouth in swirling motion,

You stood out among the rest

slipping between my teeth and coating my tongue
with sickly color.

You revealed yiu magestic beauty to one else
Made me feel that you're already in love
With the person who's always by your side.

It veered slowly down my throat like a waterfall,
blocking the hollow tube from incoming air,
Until one day you say goodbye

traveling fast deep into my lungs

Telling me that it can't be
Yes, you're already in love but not with me.

before shredding the thick diamond shell of my
heart,

"Sorry if I let you fall,"

before killing my body with fire,

The last worst words you said after all.

before intoxicating my soul.

Now, I released you from my arms
Goodbye to you, my evening stars
In the silence of my heart
I will forever love you like from the start.
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THE STMC SCHOLARS
Noreen Austria Bachelor of Secondary Education Major in English, First Year
Abegail Alto Human Resource Management, First Year
Nika Baguio BSE1- Filipino
Marvin Borbe Automotive 3A
Kirsten Camigla Bachelor of Secondary Education Major in English, First Year
Ma. Paula Danabar Bachelor of Secondary Education Major in English, First Year
Abegail Daliva Bachelor of Secondary Education Major in Science, First Year
Mitchie Tuang Bachelor of Secondary Education Major in Science, First Year
Sarah Heidi Macaraig Bachelor of Secondary Education Major in English, First Year
Ramil Estuya Bachelor of Secondary Education Major in English, First Year
Ma. Ann Barba Bachelor of Secondary Education Major in Filipino, First Year
Marife Capricho Bachelor of Secondary Education Major in Math, First Year
Domingo Veralde Bachelor of Secondary Education Major in Math, First Year
Merlyn Salazar Bachelor of Secondary Education Major in Math, First Year
LJ Moyo Bachelor of Secondary Education Major in Math, First Year
Jobert Calalo Bachelor of Elementary Education, First Year
Jessica Prevosa Bachelor of Elementary Education, First Year
Ma. Lourdes Palma Bachelor of Secondary Education Major in Filipino, First Year
Janine Abad Bachelor of Secondary Education Major in Science, First Year
Sunshine Relayo Bachelor of Secondary Education Major in Filipino, First Year
Kristal Mae Cardiel Bachelor of Elementary Education, First Year
Jean Disabille Bachelor of Elementary Education, First Year
Meriam Segovia Bachelor of Arts in English language, First Year
Vanessa Namora Bachelor of Secondary Education Major in English, First Year
Mira Magdaong Bachelor of Secondary Education Major in English, Fourth Year
April Danabar Bachelor of Elementary Education, Fourth Year
Abel Andro Remalla Bachelor of Secondary Education Major in English, Fourth Year
Jerom Relayo Bachelor of Arts in English language, Fourth Year
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THE STMC GALLERY
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